Certified Instructors

IOTA Firearms and Security Training Academy Instructors pledge to be customer-sensitive, maintain a safe environment in the classroom and on the range, and stress that Safety Is Everyone’s Responsibility. We look forward to satisfying your specific training needs and exceeding your expectations.

- NRA Appointed Training Counselor
- NRA Chief Range Safety Officer
- NRA Regional Counselor—Refuse To Be A Victim®
- NRA Selected Advanced Pistol Instructor
- NRA Basic Instructor: Pistol, Rifle, Shotgun, Personal Protection In / Outside The Home, Metallic Cartridge Reloading, Shotgun Shell Reloading
- NRA Law Enforcement Firearms Training Instructor: Department of Homeland Security (ICE) Course
- Maryland State Police Qualified Handgun Instructor
- Utah State Concealed Firearm Permit Instructor
- Delaware State License to Carry Concealed Deadly Weapon—Instructor of Record
- Monadnock Defensive Tactics Instructor
- SABRE Pepper Spray—Personal Safety Instructor
- American Red Cross Instructor

Certified Services

- MD CJIS Live Scan Fingerprinting Technician
- Notary Public

"Wow! Thank you so much for an entertaining and great day of training. It was a building block for approaching the responsibility of using a firearm as concealed carry defense or home invasion. I feel extremely comfortable to deal with these situations should they occur."

- Joe S.
Onsite Application Facilitation

Onsite permit application facilitation service is offered on the same day of training. No need to run around wasting precious gasoline. We want you to enjoy a day of learning, while being pampered by our Professional Instructor—Administration Team.

UCFP Course & Permit Fees

UTAH CFP COURSE FEE: IOTAFAST.COM

Professional Services Include: Engaging Classroom Instruction, Certified Ink & Slab Fingerprinting, Quality Passport Photo Production, Copying, and Shipping to Utah BCI.

UTAH PERMIT APPLICATION FEE: $51.00

This fee is made payable to Utah BCI and submitted with the permit application on the day of training (self-mailing is optional). The Utah CFP is valid for 5 years. Permit holders are notified by BCI when it is time to renew. Renewal fees: $15 by mail or $15.75 online.

Lost permits may be replaced by completing a replacement application and remitting $10 to BCI. General information, visit Utah BCI on the web: publicsafety.utah.gov/bci/concealedfirearms.html.

But I Don’t Live In Utah

As a non-resident of Utah and law abiding citizen, you may obtain a Concealed Firearms Permit from the State of Utah. The Utah Concealed Firearms Permit (Utah CFP) allows you to conceal carry in approximately 30+ states and maintain your personal safety while on the road for business or pleasure. This permit does not allow you to carry in the State of Maryland, but it is recognized in all of the states adjoining Maryland: Delaware, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, and Ohio—the Gateway to the Midwest.

To obtain the Utah CFP, one must first complete an approved course of instruction taught by a Utah State Certified Instructor. IOTA Firearms and Security Training Academy’s Team of Utah Deputized Instructors are equipped with the knowledge to enthusiastically present this course and the skills necessary to provide practical training to confidently carry a concealed firearm.

This course follows the training requirements as mandated by the State of Utah Bureau of Criminal Identification (Utah BCI), which does not require a live course of fire or range qualification. NO FIREARMS OR AMMUNITION IS ALLOWED IN OUR CLASSROOM.

Utah CFP Course

The Utah CFP course is a minimum of four hours of classroom instruction (no live course of fire required). Our goal is to eliminate incidents by providing excellent training!

- Overview of Federal & State Laws
- Weapons In Prohibited Areas
- Civilian Use of Force Continuum
- Safe Gun Handling Rules
- Handgun Nomenclature
- Fundamentals of Pistol Shooting
- Concealed Carry Options—Holster/Purse
- Weapon Familiarity Certification

Minimum Requirements

- US Citizen or Legal Alien at least 21 Years
- No Felony Convictions
- Proof of non-residency by copy of state-issued identification i.e. Driver’s License. If you reside in a state that recognizes the validity of the Utah CFP or has reciprocity with Utah, a CFP or CCW from your home state must be obtained to submit a copy along with your application. If your state does not recognize the UCF Permit (like MD and NJ) this requirement does not apply.
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